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The detailed temporal evolution of the laser-wakefield acceleration process with controlled

injection, producing reproducible high-quality electron bunches, has been investigated. The local-

ized injection of electrons into the wakefield has been realized in a simple way—called shock-front

injection—utilizing a sharp drop in plasma density. Both experimental and numerical results reveal

the electron injection and acceleration process as well as the electron bunch’s temporal properties.

The possibility to visualize the plasma wave gives invaluable spatially resolved information about

the local background electron density, which in turn allows for an efficient suppression of electron

self-injection before the controlled process of injection at the sharp density jump. Upper limits for

the electron bunch duration of 6.6 fs FWHM, or 2.8 fs (r.m.s.) were found. These results indicate

that shock-front injection not only provides stable and tunable, but also few-femtosecond

short electron pulses for applications such as ultrashort radiation sources, time-resolved electron

diffraction or for the seeding of further acceleration stages. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4996906]

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of femtosecond (fs) scale relativistic electron

bunches require high shot-to-shot stability of operation in laser

wakefield acceleration.1 In the bubble regime,2,3 background

electrons get trapped in the first plasma period through self-

injection4–8 when their velocities are high enough to catch up

with the rear side of the bubble, but this process strongly

depends on the laser intensity evolution and thus the nonlinear

development of the plasma wave.9–11 The breaking of the

plasma wave, initiating the electron injection, can be reached in

a controlled way when the wave amplitude is highly relativistic

but still below the threshold for self-injection. In this case, the

position where electron injection occurs is localized leading to

a more stable and reproducible output of high-energy electron

bunch than in the self-injection case. Various techniques have

been proposed and experimentally demonstrated to realize con-

trolled electron injection and to stabilize the electron bunch out-

put. One of these methods is applying a secondary counter-

propagating laser pulse to pre-accelerate a fraction of the back-

ground electrons to moderate energies. These pre-accelerated

electrons then have high-enough momenta to catch up with the

bubble end.12,13 Another approach is ionization injection using

a gas mixture that produces electron bunches with a broad

energy spectrum suitable as an injector for cascaded accelera-

tion.14,15 In the gradual density down-ramp scheme,16,17 the

decreasing bubble velocity allows for the trapping of electrons

in the bubble. However, this injection process is active over a

certain duration and hence leads to a large energy spread of the

output electrons. A recent experiment shows that a structured

density profile between the dual-stage gas jet compresses the

energy spread to 1%.18

We realized controlled electron injection in a simple but

practical way via the so-called “shock-front injection”

scheme, based on a sharp density jump,19 to precisely local-

ize and limit the injection of background plasma electrons to

a region of a few micrometer length only.20 This process is

triggered by a sharp density drop, which originates from a

shock front generated in the gas by the knife-edge of a blade

mounted above the nozzle to block a part of a supersonic gas

flow. Shock-front injection was applied successfully with

various laser pulse durations of sub-5 fs, 8 fs, and 26 fs at

different laser intensities in a large density range of

1018 cm�3 to 2� 1020 cm�3:21,22 The fs output electron

bunch has a stable and tunable energy from few MeV to

150 MeV, which can be increased even to the GeV energy

level when applying even lower plasma densities, and a

small absolute energy spread of 3–5 MeV. A stable few MeV

electron bunch has great potential for application in ultra-

fast electron diffraction and as a reliable injector for staged

electron acceleration.23,24 The generation of stable fs elec-

tron bunches with tunable energies also produced ultra-

bright coherent x-ray radiation pulses.25–27 However, to

understand this unique injection mechanism and to further

develop it, a detailed study with direct experimental insight
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is needed. Here, an optical probe pulse with few-fs duration

used in a transverse probing geometry would be required

both to resolve the electron bunch via its magnetic field as

well as the plasma wave.

In this letter, experimental investigations of the dynamics

of shock-front injection and the following acceleration process

of the electron bunch as well as the evolution of the plasma

wave are presented by combining “time-resolved polar-

imetry”28,29 and “plasma shadowgraph of the two techniques.”30

The larger part of a few-cycle laser pulse, in particular with a

pulse duration shorter than half of the plasma period, drives the

acceleration process while a second, low energy portion of the

laser pulse probes the interaction region with a high spatial and

few-fs temporal resolution. It allows observing the time evolu-

tion of the electron bunch as well as the plasma wave for the

whole interaction process.31,32 Therefore, it provides a direct

insight into the injection and acceleration process of the shock-

front-injected electron bunch.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed with the multi-TW 8-

fs full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) laser system, Light

Wave Synthesizer 20 (LWS-20).33 It delivered 130 mJ at the

end of the laser chain and 65 mJ on the target in the main

beam and 2 mJ in the probe beam. The experimental setup is

shown in Fig. 1(a). An f=10 off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP)

focused the main beam to an 11.7–lm FWHM spot with an

intensity of 1:2� 1018W=cm2 into a helium gas jet, which

was emanating from a supersonic nozzle with an exit diame-

ter of 300 lm. A gas shock front with a width of Dz, as

shown in Fig. 1(b), originating from a razor blade above the

nozzle produced a sharp downward density transition, which

initiated shock-front injection. The produced high-energy

electrons propagated through a high-resolution focusing

permanent-magnet spectrometer covering a broad energy

range of 2.5–400 MeV (Ref. 34) and were detected by

scintillating screens (Kodak Biomax) imaged to a 12-bit

CCD camera. There was a 20–lm thick aluminum foil in

front of the spectrometer to block the laser pulses. Quasi-

monoenergetic electron bunches with a peak energy of

20.8 6 0.4 MeV and a total charge of 2.80 6 0.22 pC, were

observed, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

The electron bunch position and duration were measured

by applying the time-resolved polarimetry technique. The

relativistic electron bunch generates an azimuthal magnetic

field Bu around itself. The probe beam, propagated through

the interaction area perpendicular to the main beam to take

snapshots of the interaction process at variable times, is con-

trolled by the pump-probe delay. The probe polarization was

rotated by the Faraday effect induced by the magnetic field

Bu in the probe propagation direction in the plasma medium.

Based on Refs. 29 and 32, the rotation angle is urot

/
Ð

lne
~Bud~s, where l is the propagation path of the probe

beam through the interaction area and ne is the local plasma

density. The polarization rotation of the short probe beam

was measured in a spatially resolved way containing the

information about the electron bunch. There are additional

magnetic fields inside the accelerating plasma bubble

induced by the displacement current. However, under our

experimental conditions their amplitudes are several times

weaker than Bu and therefore they are negligible as also con-

firmed by the simulations presented below.

The probe-beam imaging system contained a long-work-

ing-distance microscope objective (10�, f ¼ 20 mm,

Mitutoyo) combined with an achromatic lens (f ¼ 250 mm).

The experimentally determined resolution was (2.0 6 0.1)

lm. The probe beam was divided into two beams by a non-

polarizing beam splitter after the lens which imaged the

interaction area onto two CCD cameras (Point Grey). Two

Glan-laser polarizers were inserted in front of the cameras,

detuned by an angle of hpol;1 ¼ þ7� and hpol;2 ¼ �7� relative

to the maximum attenuation, respectively. The detuning

allows the determination of the sign of the magnetic field.

The extinction ratio of the arrangement in the two arms

(ER; i; i ¼ 1; 2) depended on the initial probe beam polariza-

tion state as only one polarizer was in the beam path. The

polarization contrast bi ¼ 1� 1=ER;i was measured to be

b1 ¼ 0:992060:0008 and b2 ¼ 0:976760:0033 as described

below. The intensity on the two cameras is expressed as

Ipol;i y;zð Þ¼I0ðy;zÞ�Ti � 1�bi�cos2 urot y;zð Þ�hpol;i
� �h i

, where

I0ðy;zÞ is the initial intensity of the probe beam and Ti is the

transmission through/reflection of the beam splitter. The

absolute scale of hpol;i and the values of bi are obtained when

urot y;zð Þ¼0, i.e., without plasma, by one full rotation of the

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. P1, P2:

Glan-laser polarizers; OAP: off-axis

parabolic mirror; BS: non-polarizing

beam splitter; Cam1, Cam2: CCD

cameras. A razor blade was mounted

above the gas nozzle, which blocks a

part of gas flow and generates a special

density profile. (b) Sketch of the gas

density profile: the density rapidly

increases in region n1, and it drops

afterwards to n2 over a very short tran-

sition length Dz. In the n2 region, the

gas density is not affected by the blade.

(c) A typical energy spectrum of out-

put electrons.
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polarizers and measuring the signal at the same time. The

ratio T1=T2 is determined from the average intensity ratio of

two pictures with maximal signal (hpol;i¼90�) and without

polarization rotation (urot y;zð Þ¼0). After this pre-calibration,

the ratio I1ðy;zÞ=I2ðy;zÞ only depends on the rotation angle

urot y;zð Þ and it is monotonic over a larger range than the mea-

sured values due to our choice of the values of hpol;i. With

careful background subtraction and correct overlap of two

images from the cameras [Cam1 and Cam2 in Fig. 1(a)], the

rotation signal of the electron bunch is determined.

The refraction of the probe beam by the periodic electron

density gradient of the plasma wave leads to an intensity mod-

ulation in the image plane, i.e., on the two high-resolution

cameras. The probe beam duration of 8 fs is half of the plasma

period for the background density of 4:8� 1019 cm�3, which

was used in our experiments, and the depth of focus of the

objective is 4.1 lm, comparable to the transversal size of the

plasma wave, which is approximately the plasma wavelength.

Therefore, the contrast of the intensity modulation is reduced,

but not washed out completely. The measured intensity modu-

lation depth is proportional to the electron density gradient,

i.e., the plasma wave amplitude. This shadowgraphy method

provides the original position, period, and rough amplitude of

the wave,32 however, the exact shape of the nonlinear density

modulation is smoothed out. In our experiments, the plasma

wave is observable simultaneously before and after the shock

front for a suitable delay between the probe and main laser

pulses.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the background subtracted

images of Camera 1 at two different delay values corre-

sponding to approximately z ¼ 15 lm and z ¼ 95 lm main

pulse positions behind the shock front, which is the slightly

tilted vertical line. The background is obtained by averaging

the signal over all shots in the delay scan. Plasma wave peri-

ods before as well as after the shock front are visible. The

z-axis corresponds to the laser propagation direction, and the

zero longitudinal position is at the end of density jump

region at the laser propagation axis, which is also the zero y

coordinate. The shock front in the figure is modulated and

the image shows several parallel lines because the strongly

diffracted parts of the probe by the sharp density transition,

i.e., the index of refraction transition, are interfering with its

other non-diffracted portions. Note that the shock front gen-

erated by the razor blade extends over a range much wider

than the depth of focus of our imaging system. The sharp

density jump forms just above the blade. The density ratio

before and after the jump remains approximately constant

over a large vertical range of a few hundred lm, and the

laser pulse is focusable quite close to the blade, if necessary.

A limited vertical range of the sharp density jump is shown

here, which originates from the shock front in the supersonic

gas jet with a transition width of Dz ¼ 2:5 lm, measured

with Rayleigh scattering 225 lm above the blade, which is

positioned 100 lm above the nozzle. The constant amplitude

of the plasma wave over many plasma periods in Fig. 2(b)

indicates that this acceleration scenario, in fact, is far from

the strongly nonlinear regime with self-injection.

In front of the density jump, i.e., in the n1 density

region, the plasma wavelength gets gradually shorter along

the laser propagation axis, which indicates a rapidly increas-

ing plasma density before the shock front (kp / 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nðzÞ

p
).

Through plasma wavelength data analysis of tens of shots we

obtain the local electron density profile in the longitudinal

direction as shown in Fig. 2(c). The electron density

increases from 5:6 to 8:7� 1019cm�3 in 50 lm approx. line-

arly, which is in good agreement with former interferometric

results.20

In homogenous plasma, the bubble propagates with the

same velocity as the driving laser pulse. However, in the

case of rapidly increasing density the plasma period also

shrinks fast while the bubble front propagates along with the

same velocity as the group velocity of the laser pulse.

Correspondingly, the bubble end propagates faster than the

laser pulse and hence completely inhibits self-injection of

background electrons. Here the energy depletion of the laser

is negligible over a distance of 50 lm and therefore etching

of the leading edge of laser pulse front is not relevant over

these length scales. To investigate this in more detail, we cal-

culate the phase velocity of the bubble end35

FIG. 2. Plasma oscillations from a background subtracted image taken with camera 1 with different positions of the main beam at (a) 15 lm and (b) 95 lm,

inset: Faraday signal deduced from the image from both cameras. (c) Electron density before the shock front calculated from the plasma wavelength based on

shadowgram snapshots (black squares), linear fit to density curve (black dashed line), and the estimated velocity of the rear side of the bubble (red solid line).

This velocity is larger than the speed of light in vacuum, which indicates that electron self-injection before the shock front does not take place.
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vb ¼ vg þ vsh �
1� n zð Þ

2cancr

1þ kL

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cancr=n zð Þ

p
dz

c;

where tg is the group velocity of the laser pulse, tsh is the

shrinking speed of the bubble size, c is the speed of light in

vacuum, nðzÞ is the background electron density, ncr is the crit-

ical density at the central laser wavelength of kL ¼ 800 nm,

and ca �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a2

0=2
p

is the c-factor averaged over the electron

distribution, which depends on the normalized vector potential

of the laser a0 for linear polarization. Figure 2(c) plots the cal-

culated phase velocity of the bubble end tb, which mostly

exceeds the speed of light in vacuum before the shock front.

Therefore, the background electrons assemble at the bubble

end and form a density peak with high forward momentum but

they cannot be injected into the accelerating region and trapped

inside even though the high laser intensity drives a nonlinear

plasma wave.36

Electron injection is triggered, however, the rapid den-

sity drop after this position and in addition to the plasma

wave, the electron bunch has been observed experimentally.

The inset in Figure 2(b) shows the polarization rotation angle

deduced from the ratio of the two camera images.32 This sig-

nal from polarization rotation in camera 1 is at the head of

the plasma wave at z ¼ 90:6 lm; it indicates that the trapped

electron bunch sits in the first plasma-wave period. We

detected the electron bunch as well as the plasma wave at

different time delays. The delay between the main beam and

the probe beam was tuned by steps of 67 fs, i.e., 20 lm. We

roughly took 60 laser shots for each delay step. The observed

plasma wave can be used to measure the local plasma wave-

length, which in turn gives the density even time resolved

when neglecting relativistic nonlinearities, which seems rea-

sonable for our weakly relativistic intensity. This local

plasma density is plotted in Fig. 3(a), which is in reasonable

agreement with the interferometric result shown as the solid

black line. However, a slight systematic increase (about

20%) in the measured density is present. The electron den-

sity profile confirms that the gas shock structure was caused

by the blade blocking the part of the gas flow.20 Using this

method, the output electron bunch energy is easily tunable

by moving the blade along the longitudinal axis.21

These snapshots allow us to study the injection and

acceleration process of injected electrons. The observation

of the maximum Faraday rotation angle, plotted in Fig. 3(b),

indicates that the electron bunch signal appears 30 lm after

the shock-front position. However, at the position of

z ¼ 10 lm, neither a Faraday signal from the electrons nor

the plasma wave can be detected, because the strong diffrac-

tion from the shock front suppresses these signals. There is

no detected magnetic field signal due to an electron bunch

before the shock-front position, where the diffraction is

lower and the plasma wave is visible. Electrons are not

injected before the shock front, which agrees well with the

result from the measured density profile as discussed before.

The background density is significantly below the lowest

density supporting electron self-injection. The observed

deconvolved electron bunch duration is also plotted and has

an average value of sbunch¼ 6.6 fs FWHM or equivalently

2.75 fs root-mean-square. The real pulse duration of the elec-

tron bunch is probably shorter than this experimentally mea-

sured value due to the limited resolution originating from the

8 fs laser pulse duration and the conservatively applied

deconvolution of the measured signal from the Faraday rota-

tion. The maximum rotation angle urot;max, which has a lin-

ear relationship with the peak current of the electron bunch,

as well as the bunch duration sbunch stays constant within the

error bars indicating that the total charge of the electron

bunch (/ urot;max � sbunch) is constant, i.e., there is no subse-

quent injection after the injection triggered by the shock

front. The electrons get injected only at the shock-front posi-

tion, i.e., only once over the whole interaction length, which

is in agreement with the previous arguments about the super-

luminal velocity of the bubble end before the shock front.

This is also confirmed by the single high-quality mono-ener-

getic peak in the output electron spectrum in Fig. 1(c). There

are no low-energy background electrons but only one elec-

tron energy peak at 20.8 MeV.

Our experimental observations confirm that electron

injection occurs only once at the shock-front position.

Afterwards the electron bunch charge remains constant,

and there is no further injection. The electron bunch sits in

the first bubble and gets accelerated to high energies. To

further understand the injection process of the electron

bunch as well as the dynamics of the plasma wave, three-

dimensional simulations have been performed using the

Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code VORPAL37 with a macro parti-

cle number of 500� 300� 300 in a simulation box of

25� 30� 30 lm3. The simulation parameters were set to

match the experimental conditions. The plasma density

profile has a linear ramp to n1 ¼ 8:7� 1019cm�3 and then

drops to n2 ¼ 4:8� 1019cm�3 over a length of Dz ¼ 3 lm.

A laser pulse with a Gaussian temporal profile and sFWHM

¼ 8 fs was focused at the shock-front position z ¼ 0 to a

FIG. 3. (a) Electron density deduced from the measured plasma wavelength

(solid squares), (b) electron bunch duration (FWHM, red empty stars) and

maximum rotation angle urot;max (black solid stars). Each point is an average

over 5–18 laser shots. The dashed line is a linear fit to the electron density

before the shock-front position, and the continuous black line is the electron

density without the blade measured by interferometry.
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FWHM spot size of 12 lm reaching a peak normalized vec-

tor potential of a0 ¼ 1. Figure 4 plots the plasma wave near

the shock-front region as well as the electron bunch at dif-

ferent time steps. The electrons are injected into the first

bubble at the shock-front position. When the laser pulse

propagates in the high-density n1 region, the laser pulse

drives a plasma wave train and the plasma wavelength

shortens rapidly with the longitudinal position. The phase

velocity exceeds the speed of light and no electrons can get

trapped into the bubble. The electrons form a dense elec-

tron peak at the first bubble end that reaches 2� 1020cm�3,

roughly four times higher than the background plasma den-

sity. It is clearly visible that there is no electron injection

in the high-density n1 region.

When the laser pulse propagates further, the plasma den-

sity drops by a factor of 1.8 over a transition length of

Dz ¼ 3 lm, which is shorter than the plasma wavelength

(kp ¼ 4:8 lm). The sudden jump of the plasma density

causes a correspondingly rapid elongation of the plasma

wavelength injecting a huge number of electrons into the

now longer first plasma period. As too many electrons are

injected into the first bubble, they expel the boundary elec-

trons and prohibit any further injection while they leave.

Most of these injected electrons cannot catch up with the

bubble and only a small portion of them is trapped subse-

quently experiencing energy gain. However, some electrons

are injected into the subsequent plasma periods due to the

lengthening of the plasma wavelength, and the plasma wave

amplitude is significantly decreased after the first period due

to the energy transfer to the accelerated electrons and the

injection phase is also insufficient. After intense plasma

dynamics, the electron bunch is formed and accelerated at

z ¼ 20 lm. It is clearly visible that the first bubble keeps its

background-electron-free cavity and has a high-quality elec-

tron bunch accelerated inside. The following bubble train in

the low-density n2 region has quite reduced amplitude in

agreement with the experiments.

Electrons trapped in the first bubble will suppress further

injection of the background electrons due to the Coulomb

repulsion. Therefore, only the accelerated electron bunch in

the first bubble will leave the plasma. The shock-front injec-

tion produces a single high-quality electron bunch free of

low-energy background. The 3D simulation results show that

the FWHM pulse duration is only 2.0 fs with a charge of 3.2

pC and a peak electron energy of 23 MeV. The charge and

the electron energy agree well with the experiments, but the

electron bunch duration is 3 times shorter than the experi-

mentally measured value, which might be due to the limited

experimental resolution achievable with 8 fs probe pulses as

discussed before. The 3D PIC simulation results indicate that

the energy spread of the generated electron bunch depends

mainly on the length and weakly on the depth of the plasma

density transition. The length of plasma density transition is

critical for electron bunch injection and the longer it is the

larger the energy spread. If it approaches the plasma wave-

length the injection technique does not work, which agrees

well with our experimental observation. However, by further

increasing the transition length the down ramp injection

regime is entered with much less favorable properties. The

depth of plasma density transition defines the difference of

plasma wavelength before and after the shock position and

thus it defines where the electron bunch is injected in the

elongated plasma wave as well as influences the injected

charge. This charge has a certain influence on the energy

spread due to space charge effects. A simple way of reducing

it further is to decrease the shock-front width. We had to

decrease the shock-front width in our newest experiments

with sub-5-fs laser pulse duration to enter the shock-front

injection at all. Applying this to longer pulses (and matched

lower densities) will naturally provide smaller spread.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed spatial and

temporal investigation of electron injection with the shock-

front technique. Spatial observation of the plasma wave

revealed (1) a rapid density increase before the shock front,

which suppressed early electron injection; (2) a long homo-

geneous plasma wave indicating that the process was far

from the strongly nonlinear regime. Temporal measurements

supported the few-fs bunch duration that is constant during

acceleration and a single injection at/after the shock front.

These results pave the way for applications of fs-scale,

stable, and energy tunable high-quality electron bunches as

for example, ultrashort radiation sources, probes of ultrafast

processes or seed pulses for further acceleration stages.
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